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$8,050,000

$8,050,000

$7,049,880

The DOC Health Portal project is a three phase project that will establish an electronic health records system within 
DOC and ultimately establish a healthcare portal linking such records to the various state agencies, outside community 
agencies, and external hospitals and clinics involved in the healthcare of our patients while also feeding into the state’s 
Health Information Exchange. The project provides for both improvements in the ways that the agency cares for its 
inmate patients within its facilities as well as providing us the opportunity to ensure that the healthcare gains made by 
DOC patients while under agency care are not lost when inmate patients are released to the community.









The RFP was released on March 19, 2015 and closed on May 19, 2015. GE Fusion was the selected vendor and the 
contract was awarded on August 18, 2015.  Gap analysis began on January 1, 2016 and is scheduled to be completed
February of 2017.  The project implementation plan has been extended by due to the determination by DOC that its 
network infrastructure must be upgraded and fortified in order to accommodate this project and other DOC IT 
initiatives and by recent staff reductions and procurement process timelines. All project specific work is proceeding 
apace.  Upgrades to DOC’s network infrastructure are underway. The current anticipated “go live” date for the 
electronic health records system is April 30, 2018.

To date DOC has received $7,350,000 in IT Capital Bond Funds. Of that amount $2,272,891 has been expended a
$3,781,213 has been encumbered. It is requested that the balance of approved funds for this project ($700,000) 
made available in January of 2017.

01/30/17 Update

The RFP was released on March 19, 2015 and closed on May 19, 2015. GE Fusion was the selected vendor and t
contract was awarded on August 18, 2015.  Gap analysis began on January 1, 2016 and is on track to be completed
February of 2017.  The project implementation plan continues to be on track for April 30, 2018. After a careful revi
of resources and processes and workflow, an adjustment to the project plan has been made to the infrastructure pl
Under the new infrastructure plan, CMHC will continue to manage the facilities computers and systems. The pr
infrastructure plan called for DOC to manage all aspects. This adjustment has no impact on either the project timel
or the project’s budget/finances.

To date DOC has received $7,350,000 in IT Capital Bond Funds. Of that amount $3,110,579 has been expended a
$3,591,767 has been encumbered. It is requested that the balance of approved funds for this project ($700,000) 
made available in July of 2017.

07/30/17 Update

The RFP was released on March 19, 2015 and closed on May 19, 2015. GE Fusion was the selected vendor and t
contract was awarded on August 18, 2015.  Gap analysis began on January 1, 2016 and is on track to be completed
February of 2017.  The project implementation plan continues to be on track for April 30, 2018. After a careful revi
of resources and processes and workflow, an adjustment to the project plan has been made to modify t
infrastructure plan. Under the new infrastructure plan, CMHC will continue to manage the facilities’ computers a
systems. The prior infrastructure plan called for DOC to manage all aspects. This adjustment has no impact on eith
the project timeline or the project’s budget/finances.

Business Category groups are nearing finalization of Content Creation.  Once Content Creation is finalized, Functio
Testing will begin.

The technical tract is progressing and systems are on track for utilization during the upcoming testing and train
aspects of the project.

A delay in the completion of a data circuit between UConn Health and DOC has required the project plan for techni
testing to be shifted several months.  This shift is being mitigated by aligning the DOC EHR golive with the UConn E
golive of April 28, 2018.  This alignment of the DOC EHR golive with the UConn Epic golive shifts the DOC E
completion date from April 15, 2018 to the first week of May, a 3 week adjustment once approved. Collaborat
planning between CMHC and DOC is underway to achieve approval for this.

To date DOC has received $7,350,000 in IT Capital Bond Funds. Of that amount $4,105,687 has been expended a
$2,957,677 has been encumbered. It is requested that the balance of approved funds for this project ($700,000) 
made available in January of 2018. 

01/10/18 Update

UConn Health has embarked on its own electronic health record implementation (EPIC ) which is scheduled to goliv
282018. DOC is dependent on the UConn EPIC laboratory and radiology systems for inmate care.  Alignment with t
EPIC golive has been approved and execution continues to meet the 4282018 EPIC golive date.  DOC Golive h
been adjusted from a staggered approach spanning 3 months to a more compressed strategy over a 15 day period
minimize redundant work during implementation resulting from the overlapping DOC EHR and UConn EPIC project g
lives.

07/01/18 Update

Project implementation was divided into several phases.  The first, and largest phase, concluded on 4/28/18 with t
last of the DOC facility sites coming online with full electronic chart documentation. The implementation included:

• onsite training of 700+ health services employees
• development, testing, and validation of interfaces spanning multiple interagency systems
• migration (including testing and validation) of legacy data from historical systems
• workflow and process education for both custody and health services staff

Remaining project phases are ontrack and onbudget with deployment planned over the first two quarters of FY
Components include the implementation of the electronic medication administration record, Clinical Messenger, a
EPCS certification for controlled substances.    

To date DOC has received $8,050,000 in IT Capital Bond Funds. Of that amount $6,464,736 has been expended a
$1,390,152 has been encumbered. 

01/01/19 Update

DOC Golive for full implementation of EHR was complete on April 28, 2018. 

Project implementation was divided into several phases.  The first, and largest phase, concluded on 4/28/18 with t
last of the DOC facility sites coming online with full electronic chart documentation. The implementation included:

onsite training of 700+ health services employees
development, testing, and validation of interfaces spanning multiple interagency systems
migration (including testing and validation) of legacy data from historical systems
workflow and process education for both custody and health services staff

The implementation of the electronic medication administration record (eMAR) began with customization and train
at two DOC facilities. This pilot commenced in November 2018 with dual documentation into a live system



Issues and Risks:

December. Continued customization and broader rollout to remaining facilities to take place in the first month of 
calendar 2019.

Remaining project phases are ontrack and onbudget. Components include continued customization and workflow 
creation, EPCS certification for controlled substances, and development of various interagency interfaces.    

To date DOC has received $8,050,000 in IT Capital Bond Funds. Of that amount $6,856,566 has been expended and 
$193,314 has been encumbered. 

No high probability issues or risks are evident at this time.  

01/30/17 Update

No high probability issues or risks are evident at this time.  

07/30/17 Update

The success of the DOC EHR implementation is dependent on the EPIC laboratory and radiology systems, along with a 
new CMHC pharmacy system being in place for the DOC EHR golive.  The three systems require a change to the scope 
of the DOC project due to the fact the Epic systems were not on the horizon when the DOC RFP or EHR contract were 
developed.  Originally Siemens systems were in place, which are now being replaced by Epic systems. The difference 
between interfacing with an existing set of systems with documented workflows and “to be developed” workflows and 
documentation accounts for the change in scope for the lab, radiology and pharmacy interfaces. Now that the lab, 
radiology and pharmacy are in focus, work is progressing to meet the anticipated golive of second quarter 2018.  If any 
of the systems are not completely tested and functioning, doubleentry could be required by UConn Health, or CMHC 
users, depending on the systems impacted.  Either scenario could require additional resources to keep up with the 
doubleentry processes.

01/10/18 Update

EPIC laboratory and radiology interfaces are in progress scheduled to complete in alignment with DOC EHR golive.  Any 
scenarios that include an interface not being fully functional will result in manual transmittal of lab and radiology 
orders and results.   CMHC has selected a replacement pharmacy system to replace the current systems which is being 
sunset by the vendor. The new pharmacy system is scheduled to be ready for golive and a EHR interface is being 
developed.

EHR application consultants are being on boarded to assist with customized system configuration, workflow analysis, 
and report creation support that is required of golive which was not known at the time of contracting and 
subsequently not included in the EHR contract.

The project is on track to golive beginning April 28, 2018 within the budget allocated by OPM.

07/01/18 Update

Interfaces implemented to date are functioning as expected. Development of remaining interfaces will occur over next 
several months. DOC to work closely with vendors to assure these remain on track and within budget.  

EHR application consultants are beginning to develop custom reports defined during requirements gathering. 
Consultant focus to date has been effectively triaging golive nuisances and workflow changes associated with the 
implementation of chart documentation. Strong focus on report building will be a focus of Q1 & Q2 FY19.

01/01/19 Update

Interfaces implemented to date are functioning as expected. Development of remaining interfaces will occur over next 
several months. DOC to work closely with vendors to assure these remain on track and within budget.  

The EHR application consultant has worked to customize various documents and encounters within the EHR and has 
developed custom reports defined during the early stages of GoLive. Consultant focus to date has been effectively 
triaging errors and workflow changes associated with chart documentation and orders. As the Consultant completes 
her contract, focus will be placed on completing outstanding requests for custom reports, technical fixes, and other 
customization items.



Next Steps & Project Milestones:
        Project Plan Revision 
        Systems Installation and Testing
        Content Creation Completion
        User Acceptance
        GoLive

01/30/17 Update

           BC group reengagement for form review 
           Content Creation Completion
           Network enhancements to DOC and CMHC networks in the facilities
           Systems Installation and Testing
           GoLive
           Information Exchange Spinup

07/30/17 Update

         Content Creation Completion
         Functional Testing       
         Data circuit connectivity completion and testing
         Network enhancements to DOC and CMHC networks in the facilities
         Interface testing and certification
         Systems Installation and Testing
         GoLive
         Information Exchange Spinup

01/10/18 Update

· Continued functional testing and UAT testing
· Interface certification
· Training
· Mock golive
· Golive
· Post golive support for a limited period prior to turning the system over to DOC for maintenance and support.

07/01/18 Update

· EPCS certification for controlled substance orders (interface)
· eMAR (electronic medication administration record) implementation
· Clinical Messenger (Provider to provider patient data sharing)
· DDaP interface (Addiction Services)
· Continuum deployment (Addiction Services module/interface)
· DSS HIE interface
· Continued workflow optimization
· Comprehensive policy integration of new operational workflows
· Training program development – new hires

01/01/19 Update

•  EPCS certification for controlled substance orders (interface)

• eMAR (electronic medication administration record) implementation for 15 remaining facilities (2 pilot sites 
completed in December 2018)

• DDaP interface (Addiction Services)
• Continuum deployment (Addiction Services module/interface)
• DSS HIE interface
• Continued workflow optimization
• Comprehensive policy integration of new operational workflows
• Implementation of quality assessment benchmarking
• Training of new hires

Spending Plan:

01/10/18 Update

The balance of the funding allotment is scheduled to be paid out over the next two quarters (Q3 and Q4 of FY18) to 
accommodate MIS purchases and vendor commitments.

07/01/18 Update

A partial balance of the funding allotment was paid in FY18 Q3 to the vendor, consultants, and supporting 
devices/technologies in line with the full chart documentation implementation phase. Remaining project components 
(identified under Next Step & Project Milestones) are scheduled to be completed in Q1 and Q2 of FY19. These 
milestones include the purchase and deployment of remaining equipment necessary to support the system in its 
entirety. The full balance of the funding allotment is scheduled to be paid by the end of December 2018.

01/01/19 Update

A majority of the funding allotment was paid to the vendor, consultants, and supporting devices/technologies in line 
with the full chart documentation implementation phase. Remaining project components (identified under Next Step & 
Project Milestones) are scheduled to be completed in Q3 and Q4 of FY19. The full balance of the funding allotment is 
scheduled to be paid by the end of December 2019.


